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Thank you for purchasing this stand「QBF13」.
Please review these instructions carefully before installation.

Installation may require alternation
to OEM Panel. 

Compatibility Chassis Code

TOYOTA 86

QBF13Installation Instructions

- Please be careful not to hurt yourself or damage the interior during installation. 

- Securely tighten the locking knob before use. 

14778 Beach Blvd. La Mirada, CA 90638
www.beatsonicusa.com

Customer Service （714）994-1085

- Do not install the mobile device to block the passage for airbag deployment.

- Do not install the device in a position where it may interfere with visibility and 

driving. 

- We are not responsible of damages or accidents caused from using this product.

- This product is not guaranteed to stay on the desired position permanently. Please 

be cautious to mobile devices falling off the holders as we are not responsible for 

damages caused by the use of this product.

-This product is used as a Stand to be combined with Mobile holders utilizing the “L” hook  
design available through Beat-Sonic.
-With a combination of a Beat-Sonic Mobile Holder and this Stand, you are able to mount 
your smartphone, portable navigation or any other monitors on the dash in driver’s view 
without obstructing the view of　the road.

Warning

Cautions

■Features

■Installation notes

■How to mount the stand

③Cutting the tab off the side panel
　　(this step may not be needed for some models)

○Cut the grayed out area.

Tab

Rib

※Diagram showing the side panel removed.

※Diagram showing the back side of the side panel.

Area to be cut shown below.
Cut along the dotted line.

Cut line

approx. 7-9mm thickness

②Remove the side panel
   (Held by 6 clips. May have 1 screw)
Remove by applying pressure on the bottom and push up.

Alternate view of side
panel removal.

⑤Mounting the finished panel
Install in order. ①Side Panel  ② Panel surrounding the head unit. 

②
①

④Fully insert the stand into the side panel as shown.
Be careful not to scratch the side panel

-There are 2 variations on the side panels. If the tab was included,
 please cut and remove from the side panel.
-If the tab was not included, omit this step.

○Cut the grayed out area located in the circle.
※Cut to create an area for the QBF13 bracket.

※Note the vertical position of the stand.
　　Correctly position the holder to where the tab was cut. If the holder is not inserted in the correct

   position, the side panel will not clip back on properly. 
※Fully insert the stand
　　After the side panel is mounted, check to see that the holder is inserted all the way to make sure the
　　panel surrounding the head unit can be mounted properly.

①Remove the panel surrounding the head unit.
Apply pressure on the bottom corners and pull to remove.  (Panel is held by 4 clips)

DBA-ZN6

Compatibility Chassis Code

SUBARU BRZ DBA-ZC6

The opening is needed to properly seat the holder.


